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Training series overview

• Today: Understanding the Economic Value of Biodiversity in Grenada  

• Thursday 11th : Overview of Environmental Economics and its uses

• Next 3 sessions: Valuation Methods
• Session 1: Economic fundamentals that underpin Valuation 

• Session 2: Valuation Methods and their pros and cons 

• Session 3: Data collection for valuation and how valuation can help your 
chapter



Todays Overview 

• What are Ecosystem Services?

• Why are they important?

• Why Value them? 

• How can we communicate value?

Mr. Alexander Girvan  Grenada National Ecosystem Assessment, Chapter 3 CLA



Relationships between the Economy and 
Environment 

• Neo-Classical Economics 
• Environment just provides amenity flows and 

waste assimilation 
• Assumes “weak sustainability” – Services and 

goods can be replicated and replaced  or 
substituted for using human made capital

• Environmental economics 
• Modified neoclassical view 
• Some substitutability 

• Ecological economics 
• Economy operates within the natural 

environment 
• Recognises that resources are finite 
• ‘Strong sustainability’ – Replicating services and 

goods is not fully possible using  man made 
capital



What are ecosystem services? 

• The benefits people 
obtain from ecosystems.

• In the Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment, 
ecosystem services can 
be divided into 
supporting, regulating, 
provisioning and 
cultural.



Natural Capital

• Natural Capital – Worlds stock of 
natural assets, geology, soil air 
water and all living organisms

• If Natural Capital is the factory, 
ecosystem services are the 
outputs of that factory

• How has your economy been 
built on natural capital? 

• How does your economy affect 
natural capital?



Natural Capital Assets of 
Grenada

• What are some natural capital assets of Grenada? 
Consider…

• Major Ecosystems? 

• Any special geology or soil? 

• Genetic Resources? 

• Water and forests/wetlands that purify our water ? 

• (Healthily) Reproducing stock of animal species? 

• Assets that support Recreation and spiritual 
experiences? 



Question: Mangroves and Ecosystem services

• Which communities benefit 
from Mangrove/wetland 
ecosystem services? 

• What services do these 
mangroves wetlands provide? 

• Which services/ goods would 
be most difficult to replace if 
mangroves were absent? 

• Which Goods would be the 
most expensive to replicate if 
mangroves were absent? 

Source: UNEP WCMC



What is Natures contribution 
to People?

• Supersedes Ecosystem Services 
in the IPBES framework 

• Recognises that many services 
fit into more than one category. 

• Nutmeg is a provisioning 
service of agriculture, but also a 
part of Grenada’s culture thus a 
cultural service

• Critical for Grenada NEA 



So what…We know nature is good, 
why do we mange it poorly?

• The Ecosystem goods and services provided 
to us are ‘Non Market goods” 

• You don’t pay for costal protection from 
the reef 

• You don’t pay for bees to pollinate your 
crops 

• You don’t pay the beach for mental or 
physical therapy!

• Without a price…we make our decisions 
thinking its free

• If you never had to pay for car maintenance 
or repair…would you drive differently? 



Risk of Undervaluing Nature

• Ignoring these values means we make personal and 
policy decisions that are inefficient…i.e. they don’t 
maximise welfare

• Cutting a forest to let animals graze will earn you 
money in the short run…but you may pay in the long 
run by having to buy water or clean out your house 
after a flood or landslide

• Ignoring these values leads to impacts that society as 
a whole bares the cost of…



Private Vs Social Costs

• Private Costs – Costs paid by the producer or consumer and is fully 
considered in private decisions

• External Costs- Costs not borne by the producer/firm or the 
consumer, but by a 3rd party

• Social cost- Total cost bone by society, includes private costs and any 
costs borne 

• Externality – When a cost ( or benefit) caused by a producer or 
consumer is not financially incurred by the producer or consumer 



Negative Externality 

• A negative externality is a cost that is suffered by a 
third party because of an economic transaction.

• Typically, some social costs are borne by the entire 
society that the induvial in the economic transaction 
ignore or don’t directly feel the impact of 

• Negative externality - Cost to society is greater than 
cost to consumer 

• Creates a “Deadweight loss”- Cost to society when 
socially optimal quantity of good or service is not 
produced. 



Negative 
Externality

How does the quantity 
produced change when 
social costs are 
considered? 



What is the impact? 

• We generally overproduce goods, overexploit our 
environment, and underinvest in natural capital that 
provides our ecosystem services

• Nothing is wrong with resource use , or economic 
development….but we need to figure out the optimal level. 

• Optimal level of resource extraction to maximise 
sustainability and human well being 

• Optimal level of environmental protection to maximise 
natures contribution people 

• Policy to support long term sustainable development



Questions? 

• The idea that lack of information on 
ecosystem values leading to 
compromised decision making is an 
interesting one. 

• Do you have any questions about this? 



Why Economics…What is economics? 

• Resources are finite aka scarce

• How do we allocate them? 
• How do people choose between alterative uses of resources? 

• Economics studies welfare  - well being , happiness or prosperity 
• How do we meets societies needs with our limited resources

• Economics is not Finance!
• But… Financial measures are often used as  a proxy for welfare and well being 

• Dollar value is often used as a measure of welfare



Economic valuation- what  is it? 

• A good individual, country and business knows all the costs and 
benefits of its operations (and not just financial!) 

• Economic valuation attempts to put a value to ecosystem goods and 
services and natural capital

• So that these values are better incorporated into decision-making , 
policy and incentives 

• Economics is not finance!
• Economics founded on welfare/wellbeing/ happiness

• Dollar value is a frequently use proxy for welfare/wellbeing (but not the only 
one)



Why Value the environment? 

• Raise awareness of the value of the environment 

• To design more effective management tools

• To understand how costs and benefits are distributed between 
stakeholders 

• To calculate damages for compensation 

• To calculate user fees for environmental use 

• To estimate optimal levels of resource extraction 

• Will review uses of valuation in more detail in other lectures….



Question

• How could valuation information be used in Grenada? 

• What decisions could be better informed with 
valuation data?



Total Economic 
value 

• The value derived from a natural 
resources such as a ecosystem 
compared to not having it.

• Total Economic Value = Use Values 
+ Non use values



Total Economic Value

• Use Values: Related to values derived from using the environmental good
• Direct use value: Value that come from the consumptive use of the environmental good
• Indirect use value: Value of functions of the environmental good 
• Option value: values of conserving the option of making use of the environmental good in the 

future even though no current use is made of it.

• Non-use values: Unrelated to the value of current or planned use of the 
environmental good

• Bequest value: Value of knowing that future generations will benefit from the environmental 
good

• Altruistic value: Value of knowing that other individuals in this generation benefit from the 
environmental good

• Existence value: Value of knowing that the environmental good exists even if no one in this 
generation or in the future generations will ever use it.



Key steps in valuation process

• Step 1: Engage stakeholders who know the resource
• Economics is about preferences  

• What services are important to you? 

• What futures do you see? 

• What policy/project options exist to you? 

• Step 2: Create Scenarios…the ‘what ifs?’ 
• What if we implement policy X 

• What if we do nothing? 

• What if we implement project Y 

• Establishing a baseline

• Without comparison very difficult to convince people to make decisions



Evaluate Ecosystem changes – Impact 
assessment 
• Step 3:  Evaluate Changes in Ecosystem service delivery – Biophysical 

assessment 
• Assess how ecosystem service flows change under different scenarios 

• What is the impact of this policy, project or behaviour on ecosystem good and 
service delivery

• Will there be less product? 

• Will their be less regulation of environmental conditions such as climate, soil 
flow and water flow? 

• Will the amenity values or cultural values be damaged? 



Valuation…how? 

• Step 4 Conduct Valuation
• Converts biophysical data into monetary Units

• Allows effects to be more easily compared 

• Variety of valuation methods exist and will be explored in detail in later 
lectures

• Step 5 Use Valuation with appropriate decision support tools.
• Cost benefit analysis 

• Mult-criteria analysis 

• Natural Capital Accounting approaches 

• Triple bottom line accounting 



Valuation methods 

Market based methods – Using 
established market prices

Market prices – Value for Water

Damage Costs avoided – How much damage is this mangrove 
preventing?

Replacement costs – How much to build a seawall to replace a 
reef?

Revealed preference – Peoples 
preferences and values are ‘revealed’ 
through their choices

Travel Cost – How much time and money are you spending to visit 
or enjoy X?

Hedonic Pricing – Differences in property value

Stated Preference – People state 
their preferences for different 
scenarios

What's your Willingness to pay or Willingness to accept for 
changes in ecosystem service delivery? 



Commutating environmental value using 
economic language
• Environmental communication – Identify and promote good practices

• Combining good practices from good communication and 
environmental economics  

• Knowing your audience 

• Know what's important to them

• Simplifying the message



How do you want to use the Valuation 
information?

•Advocacy 

•Decision making 

•Damage assessment 

•Revenue extraction



Developing a good communication plan for 
Economic values of environment
• Step 1- Identify the specific Target Audience 

• Policy makers? Ministers? Users? 
• Identify what's important to them 

• Step 2:Determine the main valuation output/method 
• Who will be affected by changes in resource 
• What methods best correspond to these changes? 

• Step 3: Select other important/ familiar indicators
• Employment statistics, production statistics, visitor statistics 

• Decide on Communication method
• Videos
• Policy briefs 
• Cost benefit analysis 



Commutating environmental value using 
economic language

• Developing a plan to communicate environmental value has 
important considerations:

• Who is affected/benefits from the resource? 

• What kind of ecosystem services are produced?( which are 
priority!)

• How will services change under scenarios considered?

• What aspects of Total Economic Value will you communicate? 
• Who is your target audience? 

• How does it relate to well being of different audiences?



Training…next steps

• Thursday 11th : Overview of Environmental Economics and its uses

• Next 3 sessions: Valuation Methods
• Session 1: Economic fundamentals that underpin Valuation 

• Session 2: Valuation Methods and their pros and cons 

• Session 3: Data collection for valuation and how valuation can help your 
chapter



Close of meeting- Thanks!

For more information, contact: 
Dr Natalie Boodram
natalie@canari.org

https://canari.org/grenada-ecosystem-assessment-
linking-science-and-policy/
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@CANARICaribbean

@CaribbeanCANARI
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